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Abstract
Thermal comfort studies have been performed so far either in closed climate chambers with
controlled conditions or non-controlled conditions during field studies. Detailed analyses of
mechanisms behind the adaptive comfort models are therefore hardly possible. This paper presents a
newly constructed climate chamber in Karlsruhe (Germany) along with the complete chain from
subjective experiments, via data analyses, model development and implementation into dynamic
building energy simulation until the formation of a decision base for or against a renovation measure
for a confined case. The objective of this experimental series conducted in summer 2013 was the
analysis of the effect of a ceiling fan on the perceived thermal comfort and performance. The results
suggest that it is not the control itself, which leads to a higher acceptance of increased indoor
temperatures in summer, but the effectiveness of the control. For the analysis of the performance tests,
only minor differences in the performance under the distinctive conditions were observed.
Keywords: Adaptive comfort, fan usage, occupant behaviour, neutral temperature, simulation

1 Introduction
The foundations of thermal comfort studies have been laid in closed climate chambers
(Fanger, 1972). Today these studies are criticised for the lack of adaptive
opportunities subjects had during the experiments. At the same time, the studies
conducted within the development of the adaptive comfort model are field studies
missing controlled conditions (deDear et al., 1997, Humphreys and Nicol, 1998).
Detailed analyses of individual portions of the adaptive mechanisms are therefore
hardly possible on the existing dataset.
This paper presents a newly constructed climate chamber in Karlsruhe (Germany)
along with the results of a first experimental series conducted during the summer
2013. These results are implemented into a dynamic building simulation in order to
form a decision base for renovation measures.
The objective of the first experimental series was the analysis of the effect of a ceiling
fan on the perceived thermal comfort and mental performance. The ceiling fan was

chosen becausee it is - com
mpared to otthers - a ratther cheap investment
i
which coulld be
appllied easily during
d
remo
odelling proojects.
Thee hypothesess tested werre related too differencees in the thermal sensattion, acceptance
and preferencee votes as well
w as the results of the perform
mance testss between three
t
conditions. Theeir distinctio
on was baseed on the deegree of permitted ceiliing fan usag
ge.
OBSTER – an adaptiive test faciility
2 LO
Thee Laboratory for Occcupant Beehaviour, Satisfaction
n, Thermall comfort and
Envvironmental Research (LOBSTER
(
R) was designed for studies on addaptive com
mfort
and occupant behaviour.
b
In oorder to faccilitate stud
dies on adaaptive comffort, the two identical fully equip
pped
officce rooms have
h
one faaçade to thee outdoor environment
e
t (see Fig. 1). Each office
room
m has integgrated in th
he post andd beam stru
ucture mad
de of insulaated alumin
nium
proffiles two windows
w
and
d two top liight window
ws. The windows can be opened
d and
tilteed; the top light windo
ows can onnly be tilted
d (see Fig. 2). The glaazing is a triple
glazzing; the opaque
o
balu
ustrade is equipped with
w
vacuum insulatioon panels. The
winndows are tiilted mechaanically eithher by presssing a butto
on on the w
window catcch or
throough the buiilding contrrol system. O
Opening thee windows has
h to be doone by hand
d.

Figure 1. Floor
F
plan

Figu
ure 2. One of tthe office rooms

In aaddition to the possibility to opeen one or both
b
of thee windows, the ventilaation
concept involvves two deceentralized ffloor convecctors able to heat or coool the inleet air
befoore enteringg the officee space andd a fan driveen exhaust system in tthe back off the
room
m.
Thee whole of the
t glass su
urface can bbe shaded by
b electricaally driven V
Venetian bllinds
withh daylight guidance frrom ROMA
A (see Fig.. 3). The daylight
d
guiidance prov
vides
dayllight througgh the uppeer part evenn when the lower
l
part of
o the blindds is compleetely
clossed.
Witth respect too studies on
n occupant behaviour, subjects caan be grante
ted – depen
nding
on tthe experim
mental setup
p - multiplee adaptive opportunities such as controlling
g the

winndow openinng, the Veneetian blindss or a ceiling
g fan (see Figs.
F
2 and 33). On the other
o
hand, all those interaction
ns – except a full open
ning of the windows
w
– can be don
ne by
the researcher or an algorrithm througgh the build
ding controll system acccessible forr the
reseearcher through LabVieew.
Fivee of six suurfaces (all except thee post and
d beam façaade) are acctivated wiith a
capiillary tube system, wh
hich allows changing th
he set pointt temperatuure of each wall
surfface individdually. In the frameworrk of these experiments
e
s the controol of the surrface
tem
mperatures was
w not in the
t hands oof the subjeects – in facct, they weere not told that
suchh panel exissts.

Figu
ure 3. Venetiann blinds with daylight guidaance

3 Exxperimentaal design
Thee experimenntal design presented
p
byy Schweikeer et al. (2012) was adaapted to suit the
currrent objectivves. With th
he focus onn the effect of a ceiling
g fan, only tthree condittions
werre chosen: i--, i+, and iP.
Durring the i- conditions,
c
owed to con
ntrol the wiindow open
ning,
the subjectts were allo
sun protection state and lighting leevel. During
g the i+ seettings, theyy were ablle to
ontrols of the i- settingg. The usag
ge of
conttrol the ceilling fan staate in additi on to the co
the ceiling fan was also alllowed durinng the iP co
onditions. Th
hus, the ceiiling fan waas set
on rreverse modde, so that its
i effect onn changing the
t air velocity at the w
work space was
reduuced to a miinimum.
In aaddition, thee set point temperaturres of the wall
w surfacees and the aair supply were
w
conttrolled nonn-steady-staate. They stayed at 1K below
w the adaaptive com
mfort
tem
mperature caalculated acccording to D
DIN EN 15
5251 betweeen 9am andd 9:30am. From
F
9:300am until 4:30pm
4
theeir set poinnt temperatu
ure was in
ncreased linnearly from
m 1K
beloow the adapptive comfo
ort temperatture until 3K
K above it, i.e. at the end of the day,
theyy were 1K above
a
the comfort bannd according
g to categorry I (see Figg. 4). Underr the
posttulate of thhe adaptive comfort m
model, one can expect that the thhermal straiin is
com
mparable froom day to daay despite cchanges in the
t outdoor weather connditions.

Fiigure 4. Temperature profilee of wall surfaaces and the air supply syste
tem
Table 1.. Average and
d standard devviation of subjeects’ gender, age,
a height annd weight

Female
Male
All

N
10
11
21

Age [aa]
25 (sd=4.66)
25 (sd=4.00)
25 (sd=4.22)

Height
H
[cm]
170
0 (sd=6.0)
187
7 (sd=5.8)
179
9 (sd=10.6)

Weighht [kg]
63 (sd=77.0)
83 (sd= 10.8)
73 (sd= 13.7)

In tootal 21 subjjects (11 maale, 10 femaale) were ch
hosen as sub
bjects basedd on their heealth
conditions. Tabble 1 summaarizes their basic charaacteristics.
Thee subjects were
w
asked to work onn their own
n during 3 consecutive
c
e days for 8 hrs
(froom 9 am tilll around 5 pm
p with 30 min lunch break) in th
he test facillity. Each of the
threee distinctivve sessions introduced above had
d to be cond
ducted oncee. The ordeer of
conditions wass randomizzed, i.e. aroound one third
t
of thee subjects started witth isesssions, the neext third witth i+ sessionns and the last
l group with
w iP sessiions.
Eveery morningg, the subjeccts were tolld, whether they could use the ceiiling fan or not.
Thee mode of the
t fan (rev
verse or noot) was not communiccated. The cceiling fan was
conttrolled by the
t subjectss via a webb-based inteerface, whicch was unloocked durin
ng i+
and iP-sessionss.
Durring the daay, subjectts had to fill out a computer-based 5-m
minute com
mfort
questionnaire with
w 30 item
ms roughly every 90 minutes
m
(see Fig. 5). Thhe questionn
naire
ASHRAE 7-scale), therrmal preference
wass used to asssess the theermal sensattion vote (A
(4-sscale), therrmal acceptance (4-sccale), percceived air movement,, preferred
d air
movvement as well
w as threee items rellated to the perceived levels of plleasure, aro
ousal
and dominancee (Lang et all., 1993).

Figure 5. Timeline
T
of sur
urveys and phy
ysiological meeasurements

Twiice a day (bbefore lunch
h and beforee the end off the experim
ment), they had to do three
t
perfformance teests in a row
w: the Tsai-P
Partington, addition an
nd the d2 taaking in totaal 15
minnutes.
For the Tsai-Partington, subjects
s
werre given tw
wo sheets off papers witth 25 rando
omly
distrributed num
mbers from 1 to 99. T
They had to link the nu
umbers in aascending order
o
withhin 40 seconds for eacch sheet (Am
mmons, 195
55). The ad
ddition task took 5 min
nutes
withhin which the
t subjectss had to solv
lve as many
y additions of 5 two-di
digit numberrs as
posssible (Warggocki et al., 1999). T
The d2 is a test for th
he assessmeent of selecctive
attenntion and cooncentration
n (Brickenkkamp, 2002).
In aaddition, phhysical paraameters of tthe indoor and outdoo
or environm
ment such as air
tem
mperature, surface
s
tem
mperatures, humidity, and air velocity w
were measured
conttinuously inn a one minu
ute intervall.
3H
Hypotheses
Thee hypothesis regarding
g the therm
mal comfortt votes obtained in eaach session
n are
show
wn for the thermal
t
sen
nsation votee in Figure 6.
6 Due to th
he higher deegree of con
ntrol
togeether with an increassed air vellocity, the thermal co
omfort vottes obtained
d in
condition i+ are
a suspecteed to be hiigher, i.e. closer
c
to neeutral, com
mpared to th
he isesssions. For those obtaained durinng the iP sessions
s
tw
wo outcomees are posssible
accoording to thhe literature.. They couldd be higherr due to the higher degrree of contro
ol or
low
wer due to a non-efficien
nt control annd correspo
onding dissaatisfaction.

Fiigure 6. Hypotheses relatedd to session typ
pe and thermaal comfort vottes.

4 Analysis metthods
4.1 Data prepaaration
Besides data maintenance,
m
, the follow
wing items were
w derived
d from one oor more direectly
obseerved valuees:



The opperative tem
mperature w
was deriveed based on
o air tempperature, globe
g
temperaature and air
a velocity measured adjacent to the workpplaces closee the
middle of the room
m.
hod, TnG, was
w calculateed for each vote
The neuutral temperrature by Grriffith’ meth
which gives the
according to the modifications
m
s described by Rijal et al. (2008), w
neutral temperaturee to be
TnG = Tg + (0 – TSV) / R,

(1)

with Tg being the globe temperature and R a factor representing the expected
change in TSV for each degree rise in the globe temperature. Tg is used as an
approximation to operative temperature in their study, so that To could be used
for this study without problems. R was set to be 0.33, which is related to the
findings of Fanger (1972) that, all else being equal, the comfort vote increases
by one unit for each three degree rise in globe temperature.




For the addition task, the speed was calculated according to the number of
correct answers per second.
For the Tsai-Partington-test, the total number of correct links was calculated
for both sheets, representing the total number of correct links within 80
seconds.
For the d2 test, the concentration performance was calculated according to
Brickenkamp (2002).

4.2 Statistical analysis
In order to reveal differences between the sessions in thermal comfort votes and
performance the Wilcoxon signed rank test for related samples (Wilcoxon, 1945) was
evaluated using the statistical software SPSS. As input to the test, a) the means of all
measurements for each session type (experimental day) were calculated for each
subject and b) the means of the last two measurements of each session type (day) were
taken.
The usage of the ceiling fan was recorded in percentage of the maximum speed. For
the model development, these values were recoded to show “0” when the fan was
switched of and “1” in the other case. Such dichotomous data can be used to derive a
logistic regression model of the form
p Ceiling fan 

1
1 e

-(   Op 



,

(2)

with pCeiling fan being the probability that one can observe the ceiling fan being
switched on, α and β the coefficients derived and θOp the operative temperature.
4.3 Implementation into dynamic building simulation
The logistic regression model of ceiling fan usage for the i+ session was then
implemented into a dynamic building simulation. First, an idf (EnergyPlus) model of
a simple 4m width and 6m deep office cell with the South facing wall adjacent to the
outdoors was created using DesignBuilder. The South façade has a wall-to-window
ratio of 50%. The walls have a U-value of 1.5 W/(m2 K), the window a U-value of
1.72 W/(m2 K) and a g-value of .69 representing an existing not refurbished building
standard from before 1978 in Germany. The building was situated in Freiburg/
Germany. There was neither cooling nor a sun shading device implemented.
Schedules and activity levels were chosen to be typical for an office.
The idf model was then coupled via MLE+ (Nghiem, 2014) with a MatLab-model
containing the code for the probabilistic ceiling fan usage model. Though, EnergyPlus
does not offer a ceiling fan, for each timestep, the prevailing operative temperature
was passed from EnergyPlus to MatLab. Within MatLab the probability of the ceiling
fan was calculated according to the logistic regression model and compared to a
random number. In case the random number was higher than the probability, the
ceiling fan was considered to be switched on. At the end of each of the 100 simulation

runss, the numbber of timessteps the ceeiling fan was
w switcheed on was ssummed up and
mulltiplied by 100W,
1
whicch was consiidered to bee a medium power.
In aaddition, thee number of
o hours beiing outsidee the comfo
ort range waas derived. The
com
mfort range was defineed as 2K aabove the median
m
neu
utral temperrature obseerved
duriing i- and i+
+ sessions.
5R
Results
Figuure 7 presents the meaan differencce together with the sttandard devviation betw
ween
operrative tempperature and
d adaptive ccomfort tem
mperature fo
or each sesssion type att the
timees of the coomfort votees. In addittion the sett point acco
ording to thhe experimeental
desiign is show
wn. While i- sessions tend to bee cooler at the end oof the day than
scheeduled, i+ and
a iP sessiions are in the middle of the day
y up to 2K hhigher than
n set.
Thee latter is duue to the sim
mple controll algorithm implementeed during thhis first seriees of
meaasurements. Due to tim
me constrain
ints in the preparation
p
phase the control did
d not
reacct to increassed thermal loads eitherr solar or du
ue to any occcupancy.
In F
Figure 8, seet point, meeasured surrface, air an
nd derived operative
o
teemperaturess are
show
wn alongsidde with thee behaviouraal variabless for the wiindow, ceiliing fan and
d sun
prottection statees. The tem
mperatures sshow that reeal conditio
ons were waarmer than they
werre meant to be
b as explaiined above..
Thee total num
mber of votees in total aand for eacch session type is shoown in the first
coluumn of Tabble 2. With
h all 21 subbjects givin
ng all votes, a total off 126 votess per
sesssion were exxpected. Th
he missing vvotes happen
ned due to subjects
s
havving been to
o the
restrrooms shorrt before a scheduled vote, or having
h
been
n absent duue to important
meeetings, whicch could nott have been avoided.
Thee mean valuues and stan
ndard deviat
ations of run
nning mean
n outdoor teemperature, Trm,
operrative tempperature, Topp, relative huumidity, RH
H, and air velocity,
v
v, aare presenteed in
the following columns
c
of Table 2. T
The mean Trm
ry similar, w
while Top and v
r ’s are ver
pected due tto the diffeerence of ceeiling fan uusage, whilee the
difffer. The lattter was exp
form
mer was duee to differen
nt interactioons of subjeccts with their controls.

F
Figure 7. Meaan and standarrd deviation oof the differencce between op
perative tempeerature and the
adapptive comfort temperature
t
for
fo each sessioon type and intterval of comffort vote. The dashed line shows
the set point accorrding to the ex
xperimental deesign.

F
Fig. 8. Example of temperatture values annd behaviourall data for one set of experim
ments, i.e. threee
expperimental dayys (in this casee the first dayy was the i- sesssion). The red
d line in the toop element sh
hows
the set point temperature
t
for
fo the surfacees; the operativ
ve temperature is drawn in ppurple, the airr
temperaature in green
n and the otherr colours repreesent the five surface tempeeratures.

T
Table 2. Numbber of votes, mean
m
values aand standard deviations
d
of th
hermal sensattion vote, TSV
V,
ruunning mean outdoor
o
tempeerature, Trm, opperative temp
perature, Top, relative
r
humiddity, RH, and air
veloccity, v, for thee full data set and each cond
dition

Data
(subset)

N

TSV

all

356

4.4
4 (0.9)

19.3 (1.5)

26.7 (2.3)

45 ((7)

0.17 (0
0.15)

i-

119

4.4
4 (1.0)

19.1 (1.5)

25.8 (2.4)

48 ((7)

0.11 (0
0.05)

i+

120

4.2
4 (0.7)

19.5 (1.4)

26.9 (2.1)

45 ((7)

0.27 (0
0.21)

iP

117

4.6
4 (1.0)

19.3 (1.5)

27.2 (2.1)

42 ((6)

0.14 (0
0.11)

T rm [°C]

Top [°C]

RH [%]]

v [m//s]

5.1 Comparisoon of therm
mal comfortt votes and
d performan
nce betweeen sessions
Figuure 9 showss the mean and standarrd deviation
n of thermall sensation vvotes accorrding
to eeach sessionn type at eaach survey pperiod. Thee tendencies vary durinng the morrning
(firsst three votes): the vottes obtainedd during i+
+ sessions are the loweest, i.e. subjjects
statiing to sensee the most comfortable
c
e, followed by those frrom the i- ssessions and
d the
iP ssessions. Thhe afternoon
n votes shoow that the i+ sessionss are sensedd in averag
ge as
beinng most com
mfortable, fo
ollowed by the iP and the
t i- sessio
ons.
Thee results of the Wilcox
xon Signed Rank testss for the daaily mean thhermal com
mfort
votees and the mean of th
he calculate d PMV forr the six measurementts are show
wn in
Tabble 3. For all items except PM
MV, the Wilcoxon
W
signed-rank test showeed a
statiistically siggnificant change betw
ween i- an
nd iP-sessio
ons. In adddition, thermal
senssation votess differed sttatistically ssignificant between
b
i+ and
a iP sessiions and neutral
tem
mperatures between i- an
nd i+ sessioons.

Figgure 9. Mean and standard deviation of thhermal sensattion votes grou
uped accordinng to session ty
ype
and binne d for each surrvey period

T
Table 3. Mediian, Z- and p-v
value of Wilccoxon signed rank
r
tests for four
f
items relaated to thermaal
com
mfort. Significcant differencees (p<0.05) arre marked with
h bold charactters.

Thermal
ssensation voote
Thermal
preferencee
Thermal
acceptance
Neutral
temperaturre
PMV

ii

Mediaan
i+

iP

4.33

4.177

4.67

-.33

-.177

-.50

-.50

-.33

-.67

25
5.1

26.66

25.9

.4
42

.35

.39

Result Wilcoxon
W
siggned rank teest
i- to i+
i+ to iPP
i- to iP
i
-.93
-2.77
-2.06
(.353)
(.006))
(.039
9)
-.992
-.766
-2.20
(.321)
(.444))
8)
(.028
-1.33
-.987
-2.74
(.183)
(.324))
(.006
6)
-1.30
-2.73
-2.42
(.192))
6)
(.006)
(.016
-1.58
-.40
-1.65
(.114
4)
(.689)
(.099))

The results of the Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests for the mean of the last two thermal
comfort votes and calculated PMV of each day are shown in Table 4. For all items,
the Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed a statistically significant change between i+
and iP-sessions. In addition, neutral temperatures show statistically significant
differences between all sessions. There is no statistically significant difference
between i- and i+ or i- and iP sessions for the calculated PMV.
The results of the Wilcoxon Signed Rank tests for the performance tests are shown in
Table 5. The Wilcoxon signed-rank tests showed that none of the sessions did elicit a
statistically significant change (p<0.05) in any performance. Indeed, median ratings
were close to similar. The analysis of the test batteries performed in the afternoon
alone did not show any significant differences either.
Table 4. Median, Z- and p-value of Wilcoxon signed rank tests for four items related to thermal
comfort for the last two measurements of the day. Significant differences (p<0.05) are marked with
bold characters.

Thermal
sensation vote
Thermal
preference
Thermal
acceptance
Neutral
temperature
PMV

i-

Median
i+

iP

5.00

4.45

5.05

-.67

-.36

-.64

-.76

-.59

-1.0

23.8

26.9

25.2

.67

.64

.69

Result Wilcoxon signed rank test
i- to i+
i+ to iP
i- to iP
-.14
-3.07
-3.00
(.886)
(.002)
(.003)
-1.91
-.073
-2.17
(.057)
(.942)
(.030)
-1.09
-1.14
-2.50
(.276)
(.253)
(.012)
-3.63
-2.66
-2.21
(.000)
(.008)
(.027)
-.295
-1.20
-1.96
(.768)
(.230)
(.050)

Table 5. Median, Z- and p-value of Wilcoxon signed rank tests for four items related to performance.
“Speed” is the number of correct addition tasks per second, “number of correct links” is the number of
correct links drawn on two sheets within 40 seconds each.

Speed
(Addition)
Number correct links
(Tsai-Partington)
Concentration
performance (d2)

i-

Median
i+

iP

.080

.080

.077

23.5

23.5

24.0

181

187

188

Result Wilcoxon signed rank test
i- to i+
i+ to iP
i- to iP
-.469
-.035
-.785
(.639)
(.972)
(.433)
-.187
-.226
-.040
(.852)
(.821)
(.968)
-.261
-.052
-.052
(.794)
(.958)
(.958)

5.2 Logistic model
m
of ceilling fan usaage
Thee logistic reggression mo
odels for thhe ceiling faan usage during i+ andd iP-sessionss are
simiilar (Fig. 10).
1
In both cases, thhe operativee temperatu
ure at whicch 50% off the
subjjects are ussing their ceiling
c
fan is around 28°C. Tablle 6 shows the valuess for
coeffficients of the ceiling fan usage m
model during i+ session
ns.
Lineear models of the chossen strengthh (subjects could
c
choosse between 00% and 60%
% of
the maximum speed) how
wever show that at the same operative tempeerature a hiigher
speeed was chossen during iP-sessions
compared to
i
t i+-session
ns.

Figure 10. Obsserved and fittted probabilitiies to observe the ceiling fan
n running usinng the operative
temperaturee as predictor ffor all data an
nd individual session
s
types

Tabble 6. Values of
o coefficientss, standard errror and probab
bilities of the ceiling fan ussage model du
uring
i+ sesssions (Nagelkkerke’s R2-ind
dex for model: .488)

Intercept
Operativee temperaturre

V
Value
-223.6
.8841

Standard errror
±.655
±.0237

Proobability
<
<0.001
<
<0.001

5.3 Dynamic building
b
sim
mulation
ws the outpu
ut of 1 of thhe 100 simu
ulation runs with regard
rd to outdoo
or air
Figuure 11 show
tem
mperature, opperative tem
mperature aand ceiling fan state. The
T data off the ceiling
g fan
show
ws, that thee model perrforms as onne would su
uspect. The usage of thhe ceiling faan is
highher during summer
s
season, than inn winter.
Duee to the probbabilistic ch
haracter of tthe model, the usage pattern
p
diffeers slightly from
f
test run to test run. The minimum
m
tootal usage tiime is 756h
hrs, the maxximum 102
28hrs
withh a mean off 893hrs and
d a standardd deviation of
o 57hrs.
Thee number of
o hours outtside the coomfort rang
ge is 1811h
hrs during i- sessions and
941hrs during the i+ sessions. The ccomfort range for the ii sessions iis 25.1°C ± 2K
C ± 2K. They were ob
btained usinng the meaan of
and for the i+ sessions itt is 26.6°C
neuttral temperaatures stated
d above.

Figure 11. Output of 1 of 100
1 simulationn runs using the
t probabilisttic ceiling fan usage model..

6 Discussion and
a conclussions
As aalready shoown in Schw
weiker et al . (2012), caareful developed experi
rimental dessigns
impplemented inn a climate chamber haaving at leaast one wind
dow facing the exteriorr are
suitable in ordeer to reveal further insigghts into ad
daptive proccesses.
For this projectt, the effectt and usage of a ceiling
g fan was ch
hosen vicarriously for other
o
inteeractions to be research
hed. In contrrast to the experiments
e
s presented in Schweik
ker et
al. (2012), onnly the inteeraction oppportunities of the ceeiling fan differed, while
w
t open the window an
nd/or use th
he ceiling ffan at all tim
mes.
occuupants weree allowed to
Stilll, a statisticcally significant differeence was fo
ound in the mean neutrral temperattures
for tthe sessionss, when thee usage of thhe ceiling fan
f was allo
owed compaared to the ones
it w
was not. Thiis compliess with findiings of prev
vious researrch (see e.gg. Brager ett al.,
2004), which showed
s
thaat occupantts thermal sensations
s
differs
d
withh the degreee of
conttrol.
Thee iP sessionns were inteended to teest a so-callled placebo
o-effect of giving subjjects
conttrol over thee ceiling fan
n, while it ddoes not hav
ve any effecct. In realityy, there wass still
a noot neglectabble effect on
o the air veelocity due to the ceiling fan runnning in rev
verse
modde. With a linear
l
regreession analyysis, it was further show
wn that subbjects reacteed to
the difference in the ceiliing fan’s peerformance by increassing the speeed. In ordeer to
leveel out such effect, allo
owing the ssubjects thee choice of a single sppeed could be a
soluution for furrther studiess.
Thee analysis of
o differencees in therm
mal comfort votes betw
ween the seession typess did
parttly show staatistically significant ddifferences, partly not. The analyysis of the votes
v
obtaained at thhe last two measureements of each day showed thhat the neutral
tem
mperature, TnG,
T
differs significanttly between
n the three session typpes. In Figu
ure 9
can be seen, thhat the therm
mal sensatiion vote is higher for i+
i sessions compared to i-

during the first periods. In the afternoon, the thermal sensation vote is lower, i.e.
subjects perceived the conditions as more comfortable. This would support the
hypothesis that at the beginning, having control positively influences on the occupants
thermal sensation but at the end of the day, such control needs to be effective in order
to remain such influence. An analysis compared to the theory of alliesthesia
(Parkinson et al., 2012), is difficult to perform based on the existing data due to the
number of interaction types and the lack of comfort votes close to the interactions.
The occupant behaviour model for the ceiling fan usage considered in this study – a
multivariate logistic regression model – is compared to the models presented in the
literature (see e.g. Haldi and Robinson, 2009) one of a simple type. Discrete-time
Markov chain models and others would be usefully implemented in order to increase
the validity of the results. Such analysis is beyond the scope of this paper and will be
presented elsewhere.
The air movement and temperature distribution used for this analysis is based on a
one-node-room model. This is valid for the measured data (taken in the middle of the
room) as well as the simulated data. Therefore, the validity between statistical model
and simulation is given. In order to increase the accuracy, detailed investigations of
the air flow profile of the existing ceiling fan as presented in Voss et al. (2013), would
be meaningful.
The dynamic building simulation showed, that the elevated comfort range due to the
ceiling fan nearly halved the hours with temperatures above the comfort range. In the
chosen case study, the resulting hours above the comfort level are with more than 800
hrs still above an acceptable number of around 260 hrs (= 3% of a year as denoted in
DIN EN 15251). The reduction of hours outside the comfort range comes through a
relatively easy measure.
The installation costs of a ceiling fan could be estimated depending on the situation
between 150€ and 500€ per office. The running electricity cost for each ceiling fan
can be calculated to be in average 893 hrs/a x 100 W x 0.25ct/kWh = 22.3 €/a.
In conclusion, the results suggest that it is not the control itself, which leads to a
higher acceptance of increased indoor temperatures in summer, but the effectiveness
of the control. For the analysis of the performance tests, only minor differences in the
performance under the distinctive conditions were observed.
Comfort votes and simulation suggest, that the installation of a ceiling fan does not
only improve thermal comfort of occupants, but could be a cost effective measure
resulting in a lower cooling demand. Further, building concepts using naturally
ventilation will work in a wider range of climate conditions.
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